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Abstract
This article deals with current issue of safety devices intended for wall climbing. In the article we draw the 
attention to a further increase in various types of belay devices, its modernization and technological deve-
lopment. Furthermore, we focus on conservative approach kept during the use of the traditional type of belay 
devices which is connected with controversy in the field of belaying methodology. We attempted to put into 
perspective advantages and disadvantages of modern belay devices in relation to accidents at wall climbing.
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Souhrn
Článek se zabývá aktuální problematikou jisticích pomůcek určených pro lezení na umělých stěnách. V člán-
ku upozorňujeme na další nárůst různých typů jisticích pomůcek, jejich modernizaci, technologický vývoj. 
Dále se věnujeme problematice  konzervativního přístupu při používáním tradičního typu jisticích pomůcek, 
s tím souvisící kontroverzi v oblasti metodiky nácviku jištění. Pokusili jsme se dát do souvislostí výhody a 
nevýhody moderních jisticích pomůcek ve vztahu k úrazům při jištění na umělých stěnách. 
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Introduction
A Wall climbing is considered to be modest and 
relatively safe in comparison to other climbing ac-
tivities such as mountaineering or rock climbing. 
Our article is concerned with the issue of belay 
devices used for wall climbing. We mainly focused 
on further distinctive increased number of belay 
devices, its modernization and technological de-
velopment. Approximately 15-20 years ago studies 
such as Procházka (1990), Kotek (1994), Schubert 
(1997), Vomáčková (1996), Ružička and Šilhán 
(1998), Trnková (1999), Kotek (1999) indicate us-
age of 2-3 belay devices while studies conducted 
several years later such as Kouba (2003), Černý 
(2007), Martínek (2008), Beneš (2009) indicate 
double, thus 4-6 belay devices used during clim-
bing. In the next decade the number of belay de-
vices still rises, supported by Pilař (2012), Louka 
(2012), Hrebiček (2014), Unger (2014).
Presently we found that companies such as Black 
Diamond, Rockempire, Mammut, Technologi, 
Edelrid, Petzel and others, offer more than 25 belay 
devices with different parameters and properties. It 

is obvious that even basic orientation in such a huge 
amount of belay devices is quite demanding. 
Within our article, we wondered what direction the 
development of belay devices is going and whether 
it has the ability to improve safety on climbing wall.
Furthermore, we wondered why there are still ac-
cidents caused by mistakes during belaying on an 
artificial walls if the belay devices are getting better. 
The aim of our content was to improve awareness of 
belay devices usage on the artificial walls and thus to 
provide a climbers with safety during wall climbing. 
The introduced issue have been studied by many 
authors such as Kotek (1994) and his diploma the-
sis: The usage of a climbing wall in PE, Vomáčková 
(1996) and her diploma thesis: Sport climbing in 
PE programs at primary schools (successfully de-
fensed thesis at FTVS in Prague), Trnková (1999) 
and her diploma thesis: Wall climbing at PE on the 
level of third grade (she utilized her experiences 
from competitions and pedagogic field). Further, 
wall climbing of children has been studied by Baláš 
et al. (2008), Vomáčko and Boštíková (2008), Hře-
bíček (2014).
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Main part
During assessing of a belay devices we came from 
the assumption that a rope is correctly fasten and the 
belay device is hung on harness by locked carabiner, 
thus we do not allow for any elemental climbers mis-
takes. We can divide belay devices into three basic 
branches according their typical features:

Group 1: figure eight and tubular devices: 
ATC-guide, Gym, etc., see picture1
This group of belay devices supposes that the rope 
is actively seized.

Disadvantages: missing of self-blocking ability. 
Thus, after fall arrest the belayer must exert further 
energy to hold the climber hanging on the rope. 
Advantages: simple and easy to control, devices 
can be also used for abseiling, low price (150-400 
CZK). 
These devices are mainly used by the conservative 
climbers for whom the usage of the traditional belay 
devices is useful according to their routine, to their 
certainty and minimization of eventual mistakes; 
supported by Unger (2014).

Pic.1 figure eight and tubular devices, ATC-guide (HUDY, 2014), R.E. Guard, Gym (Rock Empire, 2014) 

Currently, the use of figure eights for belaying evo-
kes many inconsistent opinions. Most of artificial 
walls such as HUDY climbing wall in Vaňov even 
banned usage of the eights as belay device. There are 
some reasons causing it; figure eight is device pri-
marily intended for abseiling. It has low frictional 
ratio which in the use of new rope with diameter 
about 9mm and moreover, with surface treatment 
against abrasion, can cause a big trouble not only 
to unfledged climber. It is interesting that Matějka 
(2014) reported in official methodical guide ČHS 
step-by-step manual for beginning climbers about 
the usage of eights although ČHS instructor courses 
its usage criticized. 
Kotek (1994), Hřebíček (2014) and others who de-
fend usage of the eights argue:
• using simplicity, easier dynamic fall arrest, dis-

tinctly longer rope life (significant especially for 
using at schools), low price

• Martínek (2008), Beneš (2009) and others who 
criticize eights usage claim:

• Relatively fast slip of new ropes with diameter 
about 9mm caused by low frictional ratio.

• Belaying devices like Gym are in the same price 
category.

• Legislative- necessity to follow the operating ru-
les of particular wall.

Group 2 GRI-GRI, EDDY EDELRID, CINCH, 
I´DS etc., see picture1
Assisted-braking ability is typical for this group of 
devices which leads many climbers to opinion that 
this tool is infallible and no mistakes are possible. 
Numbers of countries use it especially for children 
practice report Vomáčková (1996), Schubert (1997) 
etc. 
Advantages: once you quit hold of everything the 
belay device block itself, arrest the fall and the be-
layer do not have to exert power to hold the climber 
on the rope.  
Disadvantages: if the belayer actively pulled the 
lever (e.g. nescience or shock) he/she can unblock 
the belay device and cause climbers fall. Only I´DS 
has so called anti-panic function which reduces the 
mistakes of belayer and arrest the fall. 
• more difficult to practice dynamic belaying
• high price (1500-4200CZK)
• high weight
• spring mechanism
• use only for simple rope, problem while practi-

cing abseiling 
• if you transfer to rock climbing or mountainee-

ring you have to learn how to work with tubular 
device which means total overfitting of locomo-
tive stereotype or get a belay device of third ca-
tegory
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Group 3: Megajul, Smart, Click up etc., see 
picture3
Typical for this group is a combination of self-locking 
ability with active hold of a rope which means that if 
you fasten the rope correctly and the belay device on 
the harness is locked, which applies to all belay devi-
ces, then it is not possible to cause the climbers fall. 
There is obvious effort to combine advantages of the 
first group with the advantages of the second group 
and to suppress disadvantages above-mentioned. 

Advantages: once you quit hold of everything the 
belay device blocks itself and arrests the fall and the 
belayer does not have to exert power to hold the 
climber on the rope. If the belayer panics and tries 
to be active he cannot avoid blocking of the rope he 
can just change the dynamic of the fall.
Disadvantages: higher price (800-1900 CZK) and 
need of a special carabiner. Difficult to practice 
dynamic belay. Necessity of choosing one or two 
ropes. 

Pic.2 GRI-GRI, EDDY, CINCH, I´DS (HUDY, 2014)

Pic.3 Megajul (Climbing, 2014), Smart, Smart Alpine, Click up (HUDY, 2014).

Resume
If before 5-10 years, the use of the figure eights was 
dominant among belay devices, then the present in-
dicates obvious ascendancy of devices such as ATC 
and especially accession of quite new generation of 
belay devices such as Megajul, Smart, Smart Alpine, 
Click up etc. Supposing climber moves to cliffs or 
mountains, certainly it will be preferable to avoid 
using of belay devices such as Grigri, Cinch etc. 
Above-mentioned facts imply that the third group 
containing the latest belay devices provides people, 
especially beginners, with the biggest certainty whi-
le belaying. It is necessary to realize that we have to 
prefectly handle with the settings of belaying. It me-
ans that the rope must be correctly fasten, the belay 
device must be hung on harness by locked carabi-
ner, the belayer must be aware of the way how to 

manipulate with the belay device and what to do in 
case of fall to avoid any injury such as impact on the 
wall. Further, it is essential to keep adequate weight 
distinction between climbers because self-blocking 
belay devices can distinctively decrease the fall dy-
namics- rope slip and thus considerably increase 
belayer’s impact. Throw up upon the ground can be 
caused what may be followed by collision of clim-
bers in the air (spinal injuries etc.).Therefore it is 
appropriate to use for example sand-sack in case of 
bigger weight distinction to avoid throwing up or 
impacting on the wall. 
According to available numbers of belay devices 
and its quality, injuries caused by mistake during 
belaying on artificial walls are solely assigned to 
climbers. There may be lots of reasons. It could be 
lack of attention caused by disturbing elements, 
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which are typical for background of artificial walls, 
bad equipment, nescience of basic rules for wall 
climbing, manipulation with the belay device etc. 

It is necessary to comply with safety code stated at 
each artificial wall and adequately manage the clim-
bing and the belaying methodology.
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